TABLES The series of tables, still with metal structure, are available fully open or with front panel.
There is a groove around the perimeter of the table surface for stowing away the various accessories
and connectable parts. The finish can be Ral 9006 grey aluminium or Ral 7016 anthracite grey. The
surfaces are in melamine and measure 25 mm in thickness, with rounded edges and medium grey and
walnut finish. The tables can be fitted with connectable tables to the left and right. There are 80 cm
junction tops for joining 2-3-4 tables. Laminate screens with aluminium grey and walnut finish can also
be fitted to the front of tables. A perforated sheet metal basket can be hooked to the struts to hold the
wiring, computer cables and connection kits.
CONFERENCE TABLES The conference tables, featuring the same structure as the work tables, are
square and rectangular in shape. There are also modular conference tables with shaped legs and
connecting struts.
CHEST OF DRAWERS The independent wheeled chests of drawers, entirely in metal, feature a
simultaneous locking system for all the drawers, and have a grey aluminium or anthracite grey finish.
Some models are designed to hold suspension files and feature a stationery drawer. The metal drawer
fronts are also available in red and apple green finish, while the laminate fronts have a walnut finish.
CONTAINERS Container programme with 18 mm thick melanine structure in the aluminium grey
finish. The interior shelves are made of aluminium grey metal and can be moved up and down at
intervals of 32 mm. The fronts (doors – drawer fronts) are available in the following finishes: medium
grey and walnut. Glass doors are transparent with tempered glass. The suspended file frames are
made of aluminium finish steel. They can be mounted inside an open container or one with doors. The
same frames with melamine fronts form various types of drawers. The containers can be finished off
with end panels available in 4 heights, and with tops, available for 1-2-3 containers. The end panels
and under base panels are available while the tops are also available in the other finishes.
The Base programme can be matched with cabinets from the Containers range.

